1. Committee for Linguistics in Education. CLIE recently joined the ERL association: International Association for the education role of language.

2. Phonics debate
The Conversation article *Phonics isn’t working* by CLIE members Willem Hollman, Cathie Wallers and Gee Macrory attracted lots of attention and controversy. It sparked awareness of phonics beyond English literacy.

3. NCLE Bernadette Holmes, Chair NCLE (National Consortium for langue education), visiting CLIE meeting on 7 June. CLIE members will put prepared questions to her on how NCLE will practice research evidence-based pedagogy. CLIE members will work this interview into a Conversation article to summarise where NCLE differs from previous initiatives.

4. New approach by AQA to literacy at Key Stage 4
Towards new assessments for literacy, numeracy and digital fluency (aqa.org.uk)
